Over the past decade, researchers have discovered that apart from the essential genes, bacterial genomes also contain a variable amount of accessory genes acquired by horizontal gene transfer (HGT) that are categorized as genomic islands (GIs). GIs encode adaptive traits, which might be beneficial for the species under certain growth or environmental conditions. It has always been a challenge for biologists to identify GIs within a bacterial genome as they evolve very rapidly. This paper proposes a standalone software, IslanHunter, that has been developed using Java and BioJava and can extract GI regions using GC content, codon usage bias, dinucleotide frequency bias, tetranucleotide frequency bias, k-mer signature analysis (2-mer, 3-mer, 4-mer, 5-mer, and 6-mer) and presence of mobility genes. IslandHunter provides a simple graphical user interface where disclosed GIs are displayed in a tree-view and a circular graph. Users are presented with options to save the GI regions as blocks of DNA sequences in FASTA format. They can later use these predicted GI regions for further analysis. IslandHunter can take as input, files in Background: Over the past decade, researchers have discovered that apart from the essential genes, bacterial genomes also contain a variable amount of accessory genes acquired by horizontal gene transfer (HGT) that are categorized as genomic islands (GIs). GIs encode adaptive traits, which might be beneficial for the species under certain growth or environmental conditions. It has always been a challenge for biologists to identify GIs within a bacterial genome as they evolve very rapidly. Results: This paper proposes a standalone software, IslanHunter, that has been developed using Java and BioJava and can extract GI regions using GC content, codon usage bias, dinucleotide frequency bias, tetranucleotide frequency bias, k--mer signature analysis (2--mer, 3--mer, 4--mer, 5--mer, and 6--mer) and presence of mobility genes. IslandHunter provides a simple graphical user interface where disclosed GIs are displayed in a tree--view and a circular graph. Users are presented with options to save the GI regions as blocks of DNA sequences in FASTA format. They can later use these predicted GI regions for further analysis. Conclusion: IslandHunter can take as input, files in GenBank, Embl or FASTA formats. IslandHunter provides flexible display options and save options. The software has been evaluated against exiting tools with good performance. It is available for evaluation at https://github.com/ShakunBaichoo/IslandHunter.
Introduction
Over the past decade, researchers have discovered that bacterial genomes contain a number of essential genes as well as a variable amount of accessory genes acquired by HGTs that encode adaptive traits, which might be beneficial for the species under certain growth or environmental conditions (Juhas et al., 2009 ). This has led to new challenges in the medical as well as the agricultural sector and thus the analysis of bacterial genomes and HGTs has become a major research area in the bioinformatics field.
Identifying horizontally--transferred genes remains a challenging task despite a number of works done in this area in the last decade, mainly because of the large spectrum of variability found in the compositional properties of both native and acquired genes (Azad et al., 2011) .
One of the emerging ideas is that GIs cover an overarching family of elements, including mobile genetic elements (MGEs) such as integrative and conjugative elements (ICEs), conjugative transposons and some prophages.
GIs have many specific features. They are often inserted at tRNA genes and are flanked by 16--20 bp perfect direct repeats (DR). They contain mobility genes such as integrases and transposases and unusual guanine and Cytosine (% G+C) content. They are normally large (10--200kb) with small genomic islets (<10kb). Moreover, GIs may be predicted by nucleotide statistics that generally differ from the rest of the genome. Using these specific features, GI regions can be predicted effectively. The most common GI identification methods are the discrepancies in composition of sequences between the GI and the host DNA, including codon usage, Guanine--Cytosine (GC) content, k--mer signature analysis and the frequency of specific di--nucleotides and tetra--nucleotides. In this paper, we describe IslandHunter, an application to extract GIs using a combination of methods, and developed using Java and BioJava.
Background
In order to extract probable genomic islands, a number of genic and sequence--based methods have been implemented in IslandHunter and are described in the sections below:
Guanine--Cytosine Content Variation
The guanine--cytosine content (GC--content) is the percentage of guanine or cytosine nitrogenous bases in DNA or RNA molecule. GC pairs are bound by three hydrogen bonds while AT pairs are bound by two only. For that reason, DNA with high GC--content is more stable. GC--content is usually referred to as a percentage value but can sometime be represented as a ratio (G+C ratio). The formula for calculating GC--content are given below (Hurst et al., 2001) :
Bacterial genomes vary largely in their GC content. However, the GC content is normally fairly balanced across a given genome and this is an important method for characterizing species. In addition, GC--content is highly affected by the environment; for example, they vary significantly, for example 34% in sea to 61% in soil (Hildebrand et al., 2010) , thus dissimilar genomes will have different GC--contents. The GC--content in genomic islands often diverges from that of the rest of the genome, thus indicating a potential horizontal transfer of sequence from another organism.
Codon Usage Bias
A codon is a triplet of nucleotides that encodes for an amino acid. There are four nucleotides namely Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G), and Thymine (T)/Uracil (U), which give a total of 64 possible codon combinations. Each codon codes for one specific amino acid, but there can be several codons coding for the identic amino acid, for instance, GCT/U, GCC, GCA and GCG would all code for Alanine, as shown in figure 1. The codon usage or codon preference of an organism is a statistical property of DNA sequences such that each individual genome uses a preferred set of codons. Hence, using this codon preference idea, genes that are foreign (GI) to an organism, can be identified through their diversion in codon usage from the whole genome. The Relative Synonymous Codon Usage (RSCU) values are the number of times a particular codon is observed, relative to the number of times that the codon would be observed in the absence of any codon usage bias. The RSCU value for each amino acid is used to observe the affinity for a definite codon since distinct organisms have unusual affinity to different tRNA. The 'relative adaptedness' value, Wi, of a specific codon is calculated as:
where RSCUi refers to the frequency of a codon i in the subset of highly expressed genes and RSCUMAX represents the frequency of the codon that is most often used to code for the relevant amino acid in the subset of highly expressed genes. The Codon Affinity Index (CAI) for a gene (Carbone et al., 2003) is then defined as the geometric mean of Wi values for codons in that gene. Genes with low CAI value can probably be a GI gene where CAI is computed as: 
Dinucleotide Frequency Bias
Dinucleotide bias (Karlin et al., 1995) can be used to describe a genome's signature such that if the percentage of a dinucleotide XY in an entire genome is Z, then a subset of this genome should also have around the same percentage composition of this dinucleotide except for a gene that has come from another genome, will have dinucleotide composition similar to its source genome rather than the one it is currently in Dinucleotide bias (Karlin's dinucleotide) is assessed through an odds ratio comparing the frequencies of each gene's dinucleotides to the genomic averages (Karlin et al., 1995) . If the deviation exceeds an established threshold, the gene is considered to be amply atypical and thus classified as alien. Using this information it is possible to detect genome segments, which are foreign (GI). Dinucleotide bias which refers to the dinucleotide relative abundance values of a DNA sequence are measured through the odds ratios
where fXY is the frequency of a dinucleotide in a region and fX and fY are the frequencies of the mononucleotides in the dimer. For double--stranded DNA sequences, the frequencies of inverted complementary strands of the DNA sequence region are also calculated as ρ*XY in order to compensate for any asymmetry. In 2001, Karlin (Karlin et al., 2001 ) also reported that a helpful way of calculating the differences between the relative abundance value (σ(f,g)) for a given region and the value of the whole genome is through:
where f would be the query region, g would be the whole genome sequence and the sum extends over all dinucleotides. In order to identify GIs, the dinucleotide frequency bias of the specific specific regions must show a clear departure from the dinucleotide frequency bias of whole genome.
Tetranucleotide Frequency Bias
In the same way as dinucleotides, tetranucleotide (pride et al 2003) can also be used to identify horizontally transferred genes. The tetranucleotide usage deviation (TUD) of a the word F(W) for each tetranucleotide combination is calculated as the ratio of the observed frequency O(W) to the expected frequency E(W) in a given window of length N, and is calculated as:
is the observed occurrence value, and E(Wi) is the expected occurrence value of a tetranucleotide Wi. whereby the E(Wi) value is calculated by:
Wi is the i th nucleotide (of the set A,C,G,T) of W; f(A), f(C), f(G), and f(T) represent each nucleotide frequency for the sequence S and |S| is the length of the sequence. Or it can also be calculated as: In order to identify GIs, the divergence between the observed and expected tetranucleotide frequency is calculated using the z--score 1 approximation, as follows:
where the varO(W) can be approximated as follows:
The Pearson correlation coefficient (r) (Rodgers et al., 1988) for the z--scores is used to determine whether two genomic sequences exhibit a similar pattern for over--or under--represented tetranucleotides. It is defined as follows:
Genomic fragments with similar patterns are determined by a high correlation coefficient while distinct patterns are the one with low correlation coefficients (Bolshoy et al., 2010) . Therefore, it is obvious that the dissimilar patterns are alien to the genome being analyzed, thus could be probably GIs.
Presence of Mobility Genes
During HGT, MGEs (mobile genetic elements) such as integrase and transposase genes are acquired (Langille, 2009 ) along with some virulence factor genes (Ho Sui et al., 2009) . These cluster of genes are probably of horizontal transfer origin and may be identified using Annotation in EMBL and GenBank annotation records, thus, helping in disclosing possible GIs.
K--mer Signature Analysis
K--mer mostly refers to a specific n--tuple or n--gram for nucleic acid or amino acid sequences, which are used to identify certain regions within biomolecules such as DNA or proteins respectively. K--mer analysis is commonly used to predict biological meaningful clusters of DNA words (k--mers) and genomic entities. "Genome entities as diverse as genes, CpG dinucleotides, transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) or ultra--conserved non--coding regions usually form clusters along the chromosome sequence" (Hackenberg et al., 2011) . K--mer analysis algorithm detects the distance between a cluster of words in DNA sequence and neighbouring DNA sequences. Benjamin (Benjamin et al., 2009 ) stated that k--mer frequency analysis has been used to identify lateral gene transfer and since k--mer frequency signatures are generally distinct across distinctive species, the frequency signatures of segments of a sequence can be compared with the signature of whole genome of the organism. If these are significantly different, they may be probable GIs.
To calculate the distance between a portion of the genome and the whole genome sequence, the Euclidean distance algorithm is used. The formula is given as:
where p is the array of k--mer frequency signatures and q is the k--mer frequency signature of the whole genome.
Implementation
An Embl, GenBank file or FASTA file is loaded and parsed using BioJava. The GI detection algorithms discussed above are implemented as explained below.
GC Content Variation
The GC content method to identify GIs is implemented using the steps described in flowchart, figure 1.
Figure 1 --Flowchart illustration of %GC--Content
Note: Lower bound (LB) = %GC of whole genome -(SD*n) Upper bound (UB) = %GC of whole genome + (SD*n) Where n is a sensitivity factor (typical value is 1.5)
Codon Usage Bias
The codon usage bias of the coding sequences (based on the annotations) is determined as per the flowchart in figure 2.
Figure 2 --Flowchart illustration of the Codon Usage Bias module
Note: Lower bound = Average CAI -(SD x n)
Where n is a sensitivity factor (e.g. 1.5) 
DinucleotideFrequency Bias
The dinucleotide frequency bias is implemented based on Karlin's method discussed in section 2.3 and using the steps shown in figure 3 . Where n is a sensitivity factor (typically 2.0)
Tetranucleotide Frequency Bias
To calculate the tetranucleotide bias, the method of Pride et al. discussed in section 2.4, through the steps shown in figure 4 . Where n is a sensitivity factor (typically 1.5)
Presence of Mobility Genes
The mobility genes are identified by reading the annotations, more specifically the product of those annotations which are compared to a list of predefined mobile genes (e.g. integrase, transposase etc.). For example:
FT CDS complement(704071..705234) FT /codon_start=1 FT /transl_table=11 FT /locus_tag="P9303_07651" FT /product="Phage integrase family protein" FT /db_xref="EnsemblGenomes--Gn:P9303_07651" FT /db_xref="EnsemblGenomes--Tr:ABM77516" FT /db_xref="GOA:A2C7Q6" FT /db_xref="InterPro:IPR002104" FT /db_xref="InterPro:IPR011010" FT /db_xref="InterPro:IPR013762" FT /db_xref="UniProtKB/TrEMBL:A2C7Q6" FT /protein_id="ABM77516.1" FT /translation="MELSNELININRALADSGINLRIEQRGQWLNLRGALPCRNGTGLI FT …"
K--mer Signature Analysis
The whole genome sequence is partitioned using a given window--size and step--size into non--overlapping bins. All the possible k--mers are identified. GA GC GG GT TA TC TG TT But, k--mers whose complements are their mirrors (for example, AT is the mirror of TA), are not removed. Therefore, for a 2--mer, 10 combinations are chosen out of the 16. This is done by comparing the k--mer with its reverse complement, and if it is true, the reverse complement is discarded. For each of the bins and the whole genome, the frequencies of the k--mers are calculated and these frequencies are added together and each of the frequencies is divided by the overall frequency to get the k--mer signature. Finally, the average and standard deviation are calculated, thus, computing the lower and upper bound. Windows whose k--mer signature is less than the lower bound or greater than the upper bound are identified as probable GIs. The steps are summarized in figure 5 . Note: For lower bound = %GC of whole genome -(SD*n) For upper bound = %GC of whole genome + (SD*n) Where n is a sensitivity factor (e.g. 1.5)
Combined GI--detection metods
IslandHunter provides a user with the option to choose any number of the methods discussed above and the software displays the list of GI regions identified by each method individually and the list of GI regions identified by more than one method. The list of GI regions identified by more than one method would be more appropriate because individual methods may give more GI regions than the actual ones e.g. GC content analysis identifies more regions.
The Interface of IslandHunter
IslandHunter provides an easy--to--use interface where users are first prompted to load a prokaryotic genome file and thereafter requested to choose one/more methods to identify GIs (Fig. 6) . A help button (?) is also provided for the convenience of users, such that clicking the question mark icon, the user manual is displayed in PDF. After choosing the method/s, IslandHunter will display the list of probable GIs as per each chosen method and the list of probable GIs identified by more than one method. For each probable GI region, the list of coding sequences found in each GI is also displayed in a tree view (Fig. 8) . Users can view the contents of each region and if required can choose and export a specific region to FASTA, containing the GI sequences for further processing e.g. BLAST. mobility genes a number of synonyms may exist and thus users of the system may configure the provided list of mobility genes (i.e. add more). IslandHunter's interface is better represented than the existing software as it has an animated circular graph which gives the methods used as well as the GI's position. Besides, the tree--view graph allots detailed information about the GI's position by stating its genetic content. Figure  9 gives the result of IslandHunter using Prochlorococcus marinus str. MIT 9303, complete genome in Embl format.
Results and discussion
The reliability of IslandHunter is validated by comparing its outputs with that of IslandViewer . A sample output of running the software for Prochlorococcus marinus str. MIT 9303 is shown in Fig 9. IslandViewer is a web--based application developed for researchers to view and download GIs. The facility of uploading any unpublished and yet unknown genome is provided. The latter comprises of many refined practices such as IslandPick (Pride et al., 2003) , IslandPath--DIMOB (Hsiao et al., 2003) and SIGI--HMM (Waack et al., 2006; Almagor et al., 1983) which are very resource intensive. Moreover, IslandViewer depends upon Internet connection while IslandHunter is a standalone application.
Results of using IslandViewer
Results of using IslandHunter Figure 9 -Predicted GIs in Prochlorococcus marinus str. MIT 9303 chromosome It is clearly shown that the results of IslandViewer are present in IslandHunter. But, IslandHunter identifies more GI regions as its resulting GI regions are predicted by combining the outcomes of two or more algorithms. IslandHunter is a standalone software; it does not need any database unlike the other two. Its output can be exported to a .fasta file which can later used to BLAST to find the origin of the GI segment. These detailed data may help a researcher to know the purpose for which the foreign segments were inserted into the DNA sequence of the host prokaryote. One last point is that, IslandViewer takes GenBank and Embl files as input, while IslandHunter accepts GenBank, Embl and Fasta as input.
Conclusion
Horizontal gene transfer plays an important role in bacterial evolution. Its effect on evolution is dependent on the number of genes that have been transferred to and successfully maintained in microbial genomes (Boto et al., 2009) . In this paper, the features of a standalone GI identification tool, IslandHunter, have been highlighted. IslandHunter has been developed using nucleotide--based statistics, for instance, GC content, codon usage bias, genome signature (dinucleotide frequency bias), tetranucleotide frequency bias, and k--mer signature analysis along with the presence of mobility genes. The results of IslandHunter are very similar to that of IslandViewer. Moreover, IslandHunter gives an integrated result, which is accurate, and it runs locally as compared to IslandViewer.
Despite using multiple methods, categorizing GIs are not that easy as the foreign DNA sequences get adapted to the new host and evolve to incorporate the genome, making it difficult to identify. Amelioration (Lawrence et al., 1997) (the process whereby the sequence of the island becomes similar to that of the host in GC content and codon usage due to mutational biases of the host) may occur and obscure the GI, and for this reason it is less likely to be identified as an island.
Additionally, methionine (AUG) is the start codon for genes, but, in prokaryotes, there are two alternate start codons namely GUG and UUG, which are basically Valine and Leucine respectively ( (Elzanowski et al., 2010) , (Marri et al., 2008) ). This complicates the identification of GI when using genic methods. These problems may be solved using a whole genome comparison method.
